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Brian Kapp, Dean

Now, in some of the coldest days of the year, we begin to experience more sunlight on our
faces and through our windows, offering us hope for warmth and fresh days ahead. I feel that
same hopeful energy towards what is ahead for Arrowhead AGO. This past year of pandemic
has halted our regular gatherings, but it has also offered a chance to reflect on who we are,
what we are here for, and where we would like to go. With that in mind, I am excited to
announce that the board has unanimously voted to begin a strategic planning process to better
provide a vision for our future and the future of organ music in our community. We will be
led this coming Summer by professors and students of the MBA program in Leadership and
Change Management at the College of Saint Scholastica, at no cost to us. We are grateful for
this opportunity to plan for our future and start a new chapter for our organization. 

The Organ-ic series is continually gaining ground, views, and reach - recently being
commended by other AGO chapter leaders in the midwest for creativity in a time of extended
social pause. In continuing that creativity, we are planning to hold a "Coffee and Conversation"
event over Zoom on Saturday, February 20th at 10 am to simply check in with each other, with
another to follow in May. Be on the lookout for more information! We will also share a video
concert "In Praise of Bach" at the end of March, featuring various organists from our
membership and other musicians from our region. With these endeavors, we will begin to feel
the warmth of the sun, and the promise of longer, brighter days ahead.

Brian
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 A NOTE FROM BRIAN



Dave Rollin 

Most organ pipes are flue pipes, and function like whistles. In the last article I mentioned that temperature affects tuning. The pitch of
an organ pipe, though, is mostly dependent on its length; a longer pipe emits a lower pitch. A pipe at tenor c, for example, will be about
twice the length of the pipe at middle c, measured from the mouth to the top. Low C of an open flue pipe at unison pitch will be about
8’ long, thus the 8’ part of the stop name. 

Tuning involves adjusting that length. A common method of regulating length is to fit a spring metal slide (collar) around the upper
end of the pipe. This can be tapped up or down by a special tool (although a table knife can be used in a pinch). If the slide becomes
loose it can move down by the influence of vibration and gravity, and thus cause the pipe to go out of tune. Another method is for the
organ builder to make parallel cuts in the side of the pipe at or near the top, and roll up the metal between the cuts into a scroll. The
pipe metal is soft so the scroll can be readily adjusted up or down to tune. A third method (cone tuning) is to cut the pipe to dead
length, plus shave off a little more, then flare in the top with a special set of tools called tuning cones. This takes longer when the organ
is built but has the advantage of maintaining its tune better since there are no moving parts. Some pipes, such as gedackts, bourdons
and rohrflӧtes are stopped at the top. If the pipe is metal, the top can be stopped with a gasketed cap which can be moved up or down
to tune. A wood pipe has a stopper inserted which can also be moved. Jaeckel prefers to cut stopped metal pipes dead length, with the
top soldered on. Fine tuning is accomplished with metal ears on each side of the pipe mouth, which can be gently bent to “shade” the
mouth. Pipes with soldered caps keep their tune better and have a more stable tone. 

Well-built pipes will hold their tune and not need regular tuning; although, I have observed that movable caps or stoppers of stopped
pipes may get loose over the years and need attention or repacking of the gaskets. Dirt and dust can accumulate inside the pipe over
time and affect the pitch and voicing by limiting the wind coming out of the windway at the bottom of the mouth. A cleaning of the
interior of the organ, including the pipes, is then necessary.  

Reed pipes, like trumpets or oboes, are a different animal. There is a “boot” at the bottom that sits on the windchest and supports the
“block”. Out of the top of the block emerges the resonator. Within the boot and attached to the block are the shallot and curved brass
tongue, which functions like the mouthpiece and reed of a clarinet. There is a tuning wire that presses against the tongue and passes up
through the block to a location beside the bottom of the resonator. It can be tapped up or down to tune the pipe. Tapping down will
make the pitch higher since the vibrating length of the tongue is shorter. Sometimes the top of the resonator has a scroll like that on a
flue pipe. That affects pitch, but also tone. The builder of the organ determines how they prefer the reeds to be tuned: on the wire or
on the scroll. Dirt or insects falling down inside the resonator can wind up jammed between the tongue and the shallot, leading to a
dead note. The worst I experienced was when a bat got wedged into the bottom of a 16’ pedal reed. It did something very un-musical: it
decomposed. 

About the author: David Rollin has worked with Jaeckel, Inc. organ builders since 1984, 
designing, building, maintaining and tuning pipe organs.

 IN MEMORIAM

RANK AND FILE: ORGAN ESSENTIALS

 

Jan Bilden

Charles Hendrickson, organ builder and founder of the Hendrickson Organ Company and a former president of
the Associated Pipe Organ Builders of America (APOBA), died at his home in St. Peter, MN on December 17, 2020.
In 1964, while teaching physics at Mankato State, a family friend asked him to build a pipe organ for First
Lutheran Church in Winthrop, MN. Having been his passion since helping with the installation of the organ at his
home church when he was in high school, this was the start of the business he would lead until his retirement in
2015. The Hendrickson Organ Company has over 100 completed projects, including organs at Wayzata
Community Church (MN), St. Joseph Cathedral (Sioux Falls), instruments at Luther College and Gustavus, and in
the Arrowhead, at St. Andrews Lutheran in Grand Rapids and Holy Spirit Catholic Church in Virginia. His son
Eric reported on Dec. 18 “yesterday afternoon Charles pulled out the Engelstimme and joined the Heavenly Choir
for a very peaceful Postlude.” What a fitting epitaph and a wonderful legacy of fine instruments.

 

“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. I live my daydreams in music.
I see my life in terms of music… I get most joy in life out of music.” – Albert Einstein



THE ROBERT SIPE ORGAN AT CATHEDRAL OF OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY

For nearly a century, the Roman Catholic world in Duluth was centered around 4th Street and 2nd Ave. West. Sacred Heart Cathedral and the
accompanying school are still very visible stone buildings in the center of the city. In the aftermath of WW II, however, the Diocese purchased
several blocks of property on both sides of 4th Street around 27th Ave. East, two miles east of the downtown business community. Transition
always takes a certain toll, for sure.  In October, 1957, the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Rosary was dedicated for worship. A month later, on
November 1, the title of Cathedral was removed from Sacred Heart and re-established at Holy Rosary. Sic transit gloria mundi.
 
The organ builders from Montreal, Casavant Freres, installed the first pipe organ at Holy Rosary in the late 1950s, but for various unknown
reasons, the project was never 100% completed. Therefore, the music director who came to Holy Rosary in 1984, David Orzechowski, sought,
and found, support for replacing the pipe organ with a new instrument. After many bids and interviews, Robert Sipe, from Garland, TX, was
chosen to build a new organ for the Cathedral. On October 7,1988, the Feast Day of Our Lady of the Rosary, Orzechowski himself played the
dedicatory recital, featuring music of Bach, Franck, and Liszt.
 
Fast forward to 1995, and music director John Vanella began the Cathedral Concert Series, highlighting the skills of local and international
organists for several years. The Concert Series came to a close with the death of Vanella in 2004, but in recent years, the organ and the
cathedral sanctuary have been again sharing public musical enrichment.
 
Robert Sipe was born in Texas in 1940 and has spent his life with pipe and electronic organs. For many years he was part of the tonal staff of
the Aeolian Skinner Corporation, until they ceased operations in 1972. He then moved back to Texas and began building instruments using his
own name. His tonal style is similar to other Skinner instruments, with very powerful principal stops, a rich variety of strings, and appropriate
reeds. The organ has two manuals with a full pedal board, and 34 ranks of stops for the organist to use. 

At the moment, our own David Tryggestad is the organist for a variety of services, so it will be his performance of ‘Wie Schön Leuchtet der
Morgenstern’ that is available on the Arrowhead/AGO website. You will hear a rich variety of registrations in these three brief recordings. 

THE REUTER ORGAN, OP. 1782 AT PILGRIM LUTHERAN

Pilgrim Lutheran Church was established as a Lutheran congregationin Superior, WI, in January, 1888. As the twentieth century moved along, they
merged with Holy Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, and together they shared the current building on Belknap Street, which had been built in
1950. A close relationship with ‘Wisconsin State University’ had been part of the life of this congregation for many years.  In 1972, additions and
remodeling to the Belknap Street building took place, and the remodeling included a pipe organ, to be installed by the Reuter Organ Co. from
Lawrence, KS, a well-established American organ builder since 1917. Dr. Joseph Meidt, a professor at the University, was the chair of the Worship
and Music Committee during these years. 

The modest organ, with two manuals, pedals, and 18 ranks of pipes, was clearly designed to add its color to the healthy worship and celebratory
life of the congregation. Within the first ten years, a bright principal stop was added to the upper manual, and the ‘trombone’ reed was extended
to the bottom of the pedal range. Since 1980, no significant changes have been made to the instrument.  During 1971, WSU officially became the
University of Wisconsin - Superior, and in 1988, Pilgrim Lutheran became part of the new denomination known as the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ELCA). Roughly a century of evolution had seen the steady growth of this central section of Superior, WI, and the programs at
Pilgrim Lutheran grew appropriately.  

I first got acquainted with this Reuter Organ in the late 90s, since I had met several Reuter instruments in Oklahoma and Kentucky. The stop list
and voicing is quite British, with one strong principal, one ‘string,’ a couple of wood flutes, two mutations, one gentle mixture (II), and two reed
trumpets which are quite gentle. When fully engaged, this instrument certainly does not overpower the singing in the sanctuary. I imagine many
organists have wished for more power for special occasions over the years.  

Our upcoming Organ-ic presentation will feature staff organist Samuel Gray sharing two of the delicately ornamented hymn chorales by Dietrich
Buxtehude (1637 - 1707), an organist from Lübeck, just northeast of Hamburg in northern Germany. You might remember that J.S. Bach walked
the 250 miles from Arnstadt in 1705, to meet and learn from Buxtehude, thereby upsetting his employer by staying away a bit too long. Let us, like
Bach, perhaps, enjoy seeking the assistance of the Holy Spirit as we listen to Nun bitten wir den Heiligen Geist, BuxWV 208 and 209. By His gift
for interpretation of a dead musician named J.S.Bach turned the musical world upside down. minor/major, known as Op. 65, No. 2.

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
ROBERT SIPE ORGAN, The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Rosary, Duluth, MN

  REUTER  CO. OPUS 1782, Pilgrim Lutheran Church, Superior, WI
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FROM THE EDITOR
Rosemary Guiney

So the New Year has begun and with it, much hope for brighter days ahead.  As we
look forward to the re-opening of musical events, church services and the like, we
continue to offer the ORGAN-ic series.  This definitely has been an uplifting
source to me personally during the COVID19 pandemic.

Shortly before New Year's Eve, my church began phase II of their long-planned
restoration project.  To keep the Hook & Hastings pipe organ at the church safe
during this process it was sealed off and not accessible.  This left me without an
organ to play until the project is completed, hopefully before Easter.  Since I am
unable to practice and play the organ at this time, the ORGAN-ic videos are
helping to ease the longing to play.  Other sources of organ music I have enjoyed
during this time via Pipedreams and OrganLive.  Both have links on the National
AGO website.

So cheers to the New Year and cheers to all who participate in the ORGAN-ic
series:  the performers, Sam Black, the historian and narrator, of course Brian but
alot of the cheer goes to Sam Gray.  He is the technical wizard behind the videos.
Thank you to all!

Pax Tibi,

Rosemary
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